Letter from wagon painter Iver Henningsen, soldier in the German army on the Eastern Front during World War One,  to his wife, children and father in law in Haderslev now part of Denmark, then part of Germany.

The letter is translated from an uneven Danish and is sometimes very abrupt in stile mainly due to the conditions under which  it was writein. It has been sought to preserve these characteristics in the translation, this is of course not entirely possible but hopefully the stile and spirit of the writter is better expressed through this than through a summary.
The sections and much of the puntuation has been added by the translator.


Pekeinug, 21 july 1915

Dear darling and all at home
This letter can truly be called a war letter. In a Garten by a shattered and burned farm, furnitures, a small cupboard, a box. The surroundings are a chaos of  kitchen utentils, burned cattle and so on. It is 7 o´clock in the morning. We have returned to the place we left 7 weeks ago (on the small map where we recieved artillery fire). So Dubissa is ours again. In front of us the battle rages, from time to time a stray granat lands nearby. Yes, how does it look here now? no house, everything is shot to pieces. The vast corn fields, which in this valley seemed so promising, have been disturbed by trenches and the rest has been trampled down. O, what misery. But the Russians have sworn that no straw and no building or live cattle shall be found where we come. Just let him. The hate grows stronger day by day against so mean an enemy.
Yesterday night we counted 6-7 big fires on his route of retreat. The farm where we the last time assembled our wounded (You have a drawing of it) is now leveled to the ground. They make their own country into a gravel pit, how stupid, should we not be able to get supplies from Germany eventhough not completely sufficient we are able to uphold life and are content. Now we cannot retreat only go forward. If we can just get the railroad that is now fought over in our hands, then most is won. Then we will have a direct connection with Germany, then I come one sunday and visit you.
The day yesterday, which we had awaited for a long time, came to almost nothing. As it was suppose to begin the Russians disappeared. Now we have trouble following him. Yesterday he retreated 16 kilometers. Now we are following him close by and must try to surround him and get him. What has been reached yesterday, we really don´t know yet. We only had 40 lightly wounded, who told R started running as soon as our granats reached him. Today they are banging away down at front, but they have by the way done that all night.
Send Kai to Holms to thank for the cigars. I have no more postcards left, or else I would have written them one. Yesterday I got a postcard off to Rosisni. Now I must try to send this letter off today. I have not yet recieved a letter from you, but keep writing, they will arrive.
Yes my dearest, it is difficult and serious time. These days when battle rages is a of sinister seriousness and spiced with jest. A wounded was just frying eggs and got pieces of a granat in the forehead and arm. "O my wonderful eggs" he shouted, but then he felt it was more serious. In a deserted trench was a whole frying pan with pork and potatos and on the fork a note: "Good appetite comrades I have no time left". Everythings is a confused running back and forth. The battle goes up and down. We do not know what the next hour will bring. Now it is quiet, what ever that means. Now it is time to go one, some says.
These few words as sign that I am alive, more when I have time. God give that this will have an end and we will return home to our belovered, to a regular life again. I must finish now, I am healthy and well, many kisses and greetings your father.

